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Abstract
Non-volatile memory (NVM) has emerged as a new memory media, resulting in a hybrid NVM/DRAM configuration in
typical servers. Memory-intensive applications competing for
the scant memory bandwidth can yield degraded performance.
Identifying the noisy neighbors and regulating the memory
bandwidth usage of them can alleviate the contention and
achieve better performance. This paper finds that bandwidth
competition is more severe on hybrid platforms and can even
significantly degrade the total system bandwidth. Besides the
absolute bandwidth, the competition is also highly correlated
with the bandwidth type. Unfortunately, NVM and DRAM
share the same memory bus, and their traffic is mixed together
and interferes with each other, making memory bandwidth
regulation a challenge on hybrid NVM/DRAM platforms.
This paper first presents an analysis of memory traffic interference and then introduces MT2 to regulate memory bandwidth among concurrent applications on hybrid NVM/DRAM
platforms. Specifically, MT2 first detects memory traffic interference and monitors different types of memory bandwidth of
applications from the mixed traffic through hardware monitors
and software reports. MT2 then leverages a dynamic bandwidth throttling algorithm to regulate memory bandwidth
with multiple mechanisms. To expose such a facility to applications, we integrate MT2 into the cgroup mechanism by
adding a new subsystem for memory bandwidth regulation.
The evaluation shows that MT2 can accurately identify the
noisy neighbors, and the regulation on them allows other applications to improve performance by up to 2.6× compared
to running with unrestricted noisy neighbors.

1

Introduction

Emerging fast, byte-addressable NVM, such as phase-change
memory (PCM) [41, 52], STT-MRAM [25, 37], Memristor [56], and Intel’s 3D-XPoint [55], are promising to be
employed to build fast cloud data centers. Intel Optane DC
Persistent Memory, the first commercially available NVM
product, has been released in 2019 [28, 33] and deployed in
cloud environments, such as Google Cloud [13].
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NVM has attracted many research efforts on exploring
its usage scenarios. Consequently, an increasing number of
NVM-aware file systems [19–21, 38, 53, 54, 60, 62, 63], NVM
programming libraries [9, 70], NVM data structures [26, 42,
46,64,73] and NVM-based databases [5,10,45] have been proposed and studied, which in turns accelerates the widespread
deployment of NVM. NVM is being deployed in data centers as fast byte-addressable storage or large-volume runtime
memory that lies side-by-side with the volatile DRAM, resulting in hybrid NVM/DRAM platforms.
However, the hybrid NVM/DRAM platforms exacerbate
the noisy neighbor problem. In cloud environments, a physical
platform may be shared by many users. Applications, containers, or VMs of different users inevitably share the same
memory bus on the platform. Some applications may overutilize memory bandwidth, either accidentally or intentionally,
and become the noisy neighbors that significantly affect the
performance of other applications. On hybrid NVM/DRAM
platforms, both NVM and DRAM are attached to the memory
bus. As a result, different applications compete for the limited
memory bandwidth, and different kinds of memory traffic
interfere with each other, reducing the overall performance of
all applications on the hybrid NVM/DRAM platform.
Memory bandwidth regulation is one common approach
that reduces the interference of memory bandwidth usage
to mitigate the noisy neighbor problem. With the commercial use of NVM in cloud data centers, the need for memory
bandwidth regulation on hybrid platforms is imminent. However, several significant challenges hinder memory bandwidth
regulation on NVM/DRAM hybrid platforms.
The first challenge is memory bandwidth asymmetry. On
NVM/DRAM hybrid platforms, different memory accesses
(i.e., DRAM reads, DRAM writes, NVM reads and NVM
writes) yield different maximal memory bandwidth. The actual available memory bandwidth heavily depends on the
proportions of different kinds of memory accesses in the
workload. Thus, it is no longer appropriate to assume a static
maximal memory bandwidth and disregard the difference between different memory accesses like in prior work [67–69].
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Especially, the maximal NVM bandwidth is usually relatively
smaller than DRAM bandwidth. Besides, we find that different types of memory accesses interfere with each other
differently, making it even more difficult to estimate the available memory bandwidth under various workloads. Thus, the
assumption that all memory accesses are equal (as in prior
work [67–69]) does not hold anymore.
The second challenge stems from the fact that NVM shares
the memory bus with DRAM on existing NVM/DRAM hybrid platforms [3]. On existing hybrid platforms, NVM traffic
and DRAM traffic are inevitably mixed and difficult to separate. With the mixed memory traffic, monitoring different
kinds of memory bandwidth on a per-process basis become
almost impossible [49], which invalidates existing hardware
and software regulation approaches designed for DRAM.
The third challenge is inadequate hardware and software
mechanisms for memory regulation. As both NVM and
DRAM are directly accessible by CPU load/store instructions,
counting and throttling each memory access is impractical
for the sake of performance. CPU vendors, such as Intel, provide hardware mechanisms to regulate the memory bandwidth.
However, the bandwidth restriction is coarse-grained and qualitative, which is insufficient for precise memory bandwidth
regulation. Some other approaches, such as frequency scaling
and CPU scheduling, may provide relatively finer-grained
bandwidth adjustment. However, they are also qualitative and
slow down both computation and memory accesses, thus inefficient for the overall platform performance.
In this paper, we reveal severe bandwidth interference problems in hybrid memory platforms and propose MT2 (short
for Memory Traffic Throttle) to address the above challenges.
MT2 collaboratively leverages several hardware and software
techniques to monitor real-time bandwidth of different types
of memory accesses. To regulate memory bandwidth with
non-static maximal memory bandwidth, MT2 proposes a dynamic memory bandwidth throttling framework, combining
both hardware and software techniques to provide efficient
memory bandwidth regulation.
We have implemented MT2 as a new subsystem in the existing Linux control groups (cgroups) and applied MT2 to
mitigate the noisy neighbor problem and demonstrate MT2 ’s
effectiveness in two more scenarios: memory bandwidth allocation and cloud SLO guarantee. Performance evaluation
shows that MT2 can effectively regulate memory bandwidth
on hybrid platforms with nearly zero performance overhead.
In summary, the contributions of this paper include:
• A survey uncovering the problem of memory bandwidth
interference that leads to notable performance churn for
memory-intensive applications on hybrid NVM/DRAM
platforms (§2);
• The first study on existing hardware and software memory bandwidth regulation mechanisms on hybrid NVM/DRAM platforms (§3.3.1);
• The design and implementation of MT2 , the first compre-
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hensive system that efficiently and effectively regulates
memory bandwidth on hybrid NVM/DRAM platforms
with thread-level granularity (§3 and §4);
• Detailed evaluation of MT2 in noisy neighbor suppression and other two scenarios (§5) on Intel Optane PM to
illustrate MT2 ’s effectiveness and overhead (§6).

2
2.1

Background
Noisy Neighbors

In complex modern multi-tenant cloud environments, memory bandwidth can significantly impact applications’ overall
performance. In a cloud data center, some applications may
over-utilize memory bandwidth, which will affect the performance of other applications. These applications that overutilize memory bandwidth are usually called noisy neighbors,
and the affected applications are the victims.
Two strategies can mitigate the noisy neighbor problem.
The prevention strategy proactively sets bandwidth limits for
applications to keep anyone from being a potential noisy
neighbor. The remedy strategy monitors the system for the
presence of noisy neighbors and identifies then limits the
bandwidth usage of appeared noisy neighbors. Both strategies
require a system to monitor applications’ bandwidth usage
and/or the system-wide traffic interference level and provide
effective mechanisms to limit applications’ memory traffic.

2.2

NVM

The release of Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (Optane PM) marks the widespread commercial deployment of
NVM [28, 33]. With Intel’s proprietary DDR-T protocol [33],
Optane PM can be directly accessed via CPU load/store instructions. However, the actual bandwidth of NVM is still far
below DRAM [34].
Before the public release of Optane PM, NVM has been
widely studied in academia and industry. Some NVM-aware
file systems, such as PMFS [53], NOVA [62,63], SoupFS [21],
Strata [38], SplitFS [35] and ZoFS [20], are proposed to provide file abstraction over NVM. Applications can create files
on these file systems and map the files using mmap to access NVM directly. For example, Marathe et al. [45] modify
Memcached [7], a popular high-performance memory object
caching system, to run upon NVM using files and mmap.
However, managing persistent files by hand can be laborious. Intel develops Persistent Memory Development Kit
(PMDK) [9], which is a suite of open-source libraries to simplify the programming model of NVM. With PMDK, programmers do not need to manage persistent files by themselves. Instead, they can utilize PMDK abstractions, such
as objects, transactions and simple persistent data structures,
to develop NVM-aware applications more easily. Many inmemory or storage systems are ported to NVM using PMDK,
such as PmemKV [5] and Pmem-RocksDB [10].
NVM is increasingly deployed in data centers. For example, SAP HANA has deployed Optane PM in its data plat-
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Figure 2: Relationship between bandwidth and latency of Task A
(one-job NVM-Write fio) when running simultaneously with different number of Task B (NVM-Write fio). The bandwidth and latency
of task A are negatively correlated. Notice that the Y-axis does not
start from zero.)
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forms [14]. Google Cloud has deployed Optane PM on its
virtual machines in public clouds [13].

Memory Bandwidth Interference

Despite the advantages NVM has brought to the data center,
the use of NVM on the hybrid NVM/DRAM platforms increases the complexity of the memory bandwidth interference
due to the fact that NVM and DRAM share the memory bus.
To illustrate the impact between different types of bandwidth, we conducted an experiment in which two tasks run
different kinds of workloads simultaneously. In the experiment, we run two Flexible I/O tester [2] (fio) workloads for
the tasks to compete for the memory bandwidth. We test four
workloads, namely NVM Read, NVM Write, DRAM Read, and
DRAM Write, and use the mmap engine for the DRAM workloads and libpmem for the NVM workloads. The experiment
setup is described in §6. To fully utilize the memory bandwidth, we use fourteen cores to run each workload, except for
NVM Write. We use six cores to run NVM Write workload
because its bandwidth drops significantly with more cores
due to its own bandwidth competition.
We first run Task A alone and then run two tasks together
with different workload combinations to illustrate the impact.
To avoid the contention of CPU cache, we also leverage Intel
CAT [4] to make each task run on different cache partitions
in the experiment. Thus, the performance degradation in the
figure is simply caused by memory bandwidth interference.
Figure 1 shows the results. For Task A (i.e., each row in
the figure), the throughput (GB/s) of running alone is used as
the baseline, as listed in the first column, and the throughput
running simultaneously with Task B is normalized to the baseline. Thus, smaller numbers (i.e., the darker blocks) indicate
a more significant impact of Task B.
We make two observations from the results.
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1. The impact of memory interference is closely related to the
type of memory access. Tasks that occupy a smaller bandwidth may have a more significant impact on other tasks
than those with a larger bandwidth. A 102GB/s DRAMread Task B can only reduce the bandwidth of an NVMread Task A to 73% of the original, while an NVM-write
Task B with only 10.3GB/s can bring it down to 36%. This
observation indicates that the ability to distinguish between
different bandwidth types is vital on hybrid platforms.
2. NVM accesses affect other tasks more severely than DRAM
accesses. When Task B runs a 35.5GB/s NVM read workload, it drops the bandwidth of different Task A to 40%72% (the second column in the figure) of what it would
have been running alone. However, when Task B runs a
102GB/s DRAM read workload, Task A’s bandwidth drops
to only 50%-79% (the fourth column in the figure) of the
original bandwidth. In particular, a 10.3GB/s NVM write
task B can severely degrade the performance of other tasks.
NVM writes can lead to severe interference with minimal
absolute bandwidth, followed by NVM reads and finally
DRAM accesses. In other words, applications that write
NVM a lot are more likely to become the noisy neighbors
and affect others.
While investigating the memory bandwidth interference,
we also check the relationship between a task’s throughput
and latency. Figure 2 shows the throughput and latency of a
one-job fio with the NVM-Write workload (Task A) when
running simultaneously with Task B (NVM-Write fio with
variable numjobs). As the numjobs of Task B grows, the
bandwidth of Task A gradually decreases (due to the growth
of bandwidth interference), while the latency of Task A increases. Together with the evaluation of other memory access
type combinations, the results lead to another observation
that the memory access latency is negatively correlated to
the bandwidth usage, which indicates that we can detect the
memory bandwidth interference by measuring the latency of
different types of memory accesses.

2.4

Memory Bandwidth Monitoring (MBM)

Intel Memory Bandwidth Monitoring (MBM) [48] is a feature
that allows monitoring bandwidth from the L3 cache to the
next level of the memory hierarchy system, which can be
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DRAM or NVM. It provides a hardware-level measurement
of memory bandwidth on each logical core.
Each logical core can be assigned with a resource monitoring ID (RMID), and a group of logical cores can be assigned with the same RMID. The underlying hardware tracks
memory bandwidth with the RMID and groups the memory
bandwidth of processors with the same RMID. On a platform
with the non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architecture,
the MBM hardware on each NUMA node tracks two types
of memory bandwidth for each RMID: the local external
bandwidth and the total external bandwidth, indicating the
memory traffic to the local NUMA node and all NUMA nodes
respectively. System programmers can access model-specific
registers (MSRs) to get the tracked bandwidth. To get the
system-wide memory bandwidth of an RMID, programmers
need to read the tracked total bandwidth from all NUMA
nodes and add them together.

2.5

Memory Bandwidth Allocation (MBA)

Intel Memory Bandwidth Allocation (MBA) [29] is a hardware feature that provides indirect and approximate control
over memory bandwidth with negligible overhead. MBA introduces a programmable request rate controller between each
physical core and the shared L3 cache. The controller throttles the memory bandwidth usage by inserting delays to the
memory requests. MBA defines throttling values to indicate
how much delay is imposed. Due to the delay mechanism,
the same throttling value might behave differently on applications with different memory access patterns [29]. The specific
throttling values vary on different platforms. On our platform,
the throttling values range from 10 to 100, with a precision
of 10. For MBA, Intel also exposes a set of Classes of Service (CLOS) [29] into which threads can be assigned. To use
MBA, administrators need to set a throttling value to a CLOS,
after which all threads in the CLOS will be throttled.

3
3.1

MT2 Design
Overview

To regulate bandwidth efficiently on a hybrid NVM/DRAM
platform, we design a hybrid bandwidth regulation system
called MT2 . Figure 3 shows the architecture of MT2 , which is
designed to work in the kernel space. Though some functionalities of MT2 can be implemented in user space, the kernel
space environment makes it much easier and more efficient
for MT2 to access hardware features, cooperate with other
kernel components, and put constraints on user-space threads.
System administrators communicate with MT2 via exposed
pseudo-filesystem interfaces in user space. Administrators can
classify threads into different groups (same as cgroups) and
specify a policy to regulate each group’s bandwidth. We call
these groups TGroups (i.e., Throttling Groups), which are the
target of bandwidth monitoring and restriction in MT2 .
MT2 consists of two parts: the monitor and the regulator.
With data collected from VFS, PMU (Performance Monitor-
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Figure 3: The overview architecture of MT2 . Threads are classified
into TGroups (the unit of NVM bandwidth monitoring and restriction). The monitor computes NVM bandwidth with the data from
VFS, MBM and PMU, and then pass the result to the regulator, who
is responsible for restricting a TGroup’s bandwidth with different
mechanisms.

ing Unit), and MBM, the monitor divides it into four types and
forwards them and the interference information to the regulator. According to the monitored data and the regulation policy,
the regulator makes decisions to limit the bandwidth with two
mechanisms: adjusting the MBA throttling values and changing CPU quotas. MT2 adopts a dynamic bandwidth throttling
algorithm that constantly monitors and adjusts restrictions
based on the real-time bandwidth and the interference level.
MT2 provides two strategies to mitigate the noisy neighbor problem (prevention and remedy in § 2.1) to cope with
different scenarios. For prevention, administrators are asked
to set bandwidth caps for each TGroup. MT2 monitors the
precise real-time bandwidth and enforces all groups not to
use more bandwidth than the caps. However, several TGroups
that do not exceed the caps together may still cause strong
bandwidth interference, which can be identified and restricted
by the remedy strategy. The two strategies are orthogonal;
thus, when and how to use the two strategies depends on the
specific scenarios.

3.2

The Monitor

The monitor distinguishes different types of bandwidth with
process granularity and detects the current memory interference level of the system. Unfortunately, existing hardware
technology cannot achieve this directly [49]. For example,
Intel MBM cannot distinguish between NVM bandwidth and
DRAM bandwidth. The IMC performance counter [22] can
help get different types of real-time bandwidth, but only with
memory channel granularity rather than process granularity.
Thus, the MT2 monitor leverages various hardware and software techniques jointly.
3.2.1

Bandwidth Estimation

The monitor needs to get accurate or estimated bandwidth
of each access type (i.e., BWDR for DRAM reads, BWNR for
NVM reads, BWDW for DRAM writes and BWNW for NVM
writes), so that the regulator can use these information to
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decide whether and how to restrict each TGroup’s memory
bandwidth usage to avoid or suppress noisy neighbors.
MT2 calculates the precise BWNR of each process by retrieving the number of local NVM reads via the ocr.all_data_rd.pmm_hit_local_pmm.any_snoop PMU event counter
and multiplying the value by the cache line size (64B). MT2
calculates BWDR similarly via the ocr.all_data_rd.l3_miss_local_dram.any_snoop PMU counter for DRAM
reads of each process [30].
However, MT2 cannot get BWDW and BWNW via PMU,
since no similar performance events exist for write instructions. Fortunately, we can leverage MBM to monitor each
TGroup’s total memory access bandwidth, which is the sum
of BWDR , BWNR , BWDW and BWNW . Given that we can calculate the precise value of BWDR and BWNR via PMU, we only
need to know one of BWDW and BWNW or the ratio between
them to calculate the two values via simple arithmetic.
We choose to calculate BWNW of a TGroup by collecting
the amount of NVM writes periodically since user-space applications can write to NVM in only two ways: the file APIs
(such as write) and the CPU store instructions after memory mapping the file. For file APIs, MT2 hooks the VFS in
the kernel and tracks the amount of NVM writes for each
TGroup. For memory-mapped accesses, we propose two different approaches according to whether the applications on
the platform are trusted.
Trusted applications. Many cloud applications (such as
those in private clouds) are from trusted users or cooperations;
thus, we can rely on these trusted applications to collect and
report to MT2 its amount of writes to memory-mapped NVM.
To facilitate the process, we provide a modified PMDK [9],
which is the official and most popular library for NVM programming on Intel’s NVM. Specifically, we hook the PMDK
APIs that explicitly flush cache lines to NVM or perform
non-temporal memory writes (e.g., movnt), by calculating
and adding the amount of NVM writes to per-thread counters.
To report the counters to MT2 , each process sets up a shared
page with the kernel, and each thread in the process writes its
per-thread counter value to a different slot in the page. MT2
in the kernel checks the counters periodically and calculates
the bandwidth of each TGroup.
To collaborate with MT2 , applications built on PMDK can
directly link to our modified PMDK without source code
modification; other applications are required to collect and
report NVM writes by themselves, which should be a simple
task since our modification to PMDK is merely 43 lines.
With the reported writes to mapped NVM and the NVM
writes via file APIs, MT2 calculates BWNW for each TGroup.
With the BWNW , MT2 further calculates the BWDW by
BWDW = BWTotal − BWDR − BWNR − BWNW .
Untrusted applications. Untrusted applications may not report their NVM write bandwidth faithfully. Thus, we provide
another approach to roughly distinguish NVM writes and
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DRAM writes without the collaboration of applications.
We leverage Processor Event Based Sampling (PEBS) [31],
an efficient sampling feature in modern Intel processors,
to sample each TGroup’s memory writes (mem_inst_retired.all_stores) with the target addresses. By comparing
the sampled addresses to the address ranges of NVM, we can
figure out the ratio of sampled writes to NVM and DRAM,
with which we calculate BWNW and BWDW roughly.
Note that the BWNW and BWDW we calculated via PEBS
are not precise due to the shadow effect [65]. But it would be
sufficient for MT2 to identify which TGroup is more likely to
be the noisy neighbors.
3.2.2

Interference Detection

Even given the accurate bandwidth usage of four types of
memory accesses, it is difficult to determine whether the bandwidth interference occurs and its severity, since both the decrease of memory access demand and the presence of noisy
neighbors can cause an application to utilize less bandwidth.
Instead of detecting memory interference via memory bandwidth, MT2 proposes to detect the interference level by measuring the latency of different kinds of memory accesses,
which is supported by the observation that the memory access
latency is negatively correlated to the bandwidth (§2.3).
We measure four types of memory accesses separately.
For reads, we derive the latency from four performance
events, unc_m_pmm_rpq_occupancy.all (RPQO ), unc_m_pmm_rpq_inserts (RPQI ), unc_m_rpq_occupancy, and
unc_m_rpq_inserts. The latency of NVM reads can be calculated by RPQO /RPQI . The DRAM read latency can be
obtained similarly. For writes, MT2 periodically issues a few
NVM and DRAM write requests and measures their completion time to obtain the latency of both types of write requests.
We set a threshold to determine whether bandwidth interference occurs. When the latency of a certain access request exceeds the corresponding threshold, relatively severe
interference occurs on the platform and affects this type of
memory access (as shown in Listing 1). The threshold can be
tuned across different platforms by measuring the relationship
between bandwidth and latency under different interference
levels. On our platform, we use the latency at a 10% reduction
in throughput as the threshold (THRESHOLD in Listing 1).
Listing 1: Interference detection
def detect_interference () :
for bt in bandwidth_type :
if latency [ bt ] > THRESHOLD [ bt ]:
return true
return false

3.3

The Regulator

Monitoring the bandwidth information is the first step towards
bandwidth regulation. The following step is to restrict the
bandwidth a TGroup can occupy, which is handled by the
regulator. The regulator takes the interference level and the
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Table 1: Performance events
Performance Event Name

Description

Where we use (if not, why)

ocr.all_data_rd.pmm_hit_local_pmm.any_snoop

per-core: local NVM read
per-core: memory load instructions retired
that hit local NVM
per-core: local dram read
per-core: all memory store instruction retired
per-socket: NVM read pending queue occupancy
per-socket: NVM read pending queue inserts
per-socket: NVM write pending queue
occupancy time
per-socket: NVM write pending queue
insert count

Bandwidth Estimation (§3.2.1)
No, the results are not precise without
disabling the hardware prefetcher
Bandwidth Estimation (§3.2.1)
Bandwidth Estimation (§3.2.1)
Interference Detection (§3.2.2)
Interference Detection (§3.2.2)
No, wpq_occupancy/wpq_inserts
is not inversely proportional to bandwidth
No, wpq_occupancy/wpq_inserts
is not inversely proportional to bandwidth

mem_load_retired.local_pmm
ocr.all_data_rd.l3_miss_local_dram.any_snoop
mem_inst_retired.all_stores
unc_m_pmm_rpq_occupancy.all
unc_m_pmm_rpq_inserts
unc_m_pmm_wpq_occupancy.all
unc_m_pmm_wpq_inserts

monitored bandwidth as the input and decides what actions
to take to adjust the bandwidth of the TGroup according to
the regulation policy from system administrators.
3.3.1

Execution Time(s)
Max BWread (GB/s)
Max BWwrite (GB/s)

Memory Regulation Mechanisms

MBA. To illustrate the effect of MBA, we use fio to generate
different workloads under different MBA throttling values.
Throttling value 100 means that there are no restrictions, while
10 represents the maximum MBA limit. The configuration of
fio is the same as in §2.3.
The red lines in Figure 4 show the following phenomena.
1) MBA only supports limited throttling values, and not all
throttling values are effective to workloads. This means that
we cannot precisely control the bandwidth of threads with
MBA. 2) MBA can restrict DRAM-intensive workloads better
than NVM-intensive workloads. MBA is almost completely
ineffective for NVM writes. Therefore, MBA alone is insufficient for controlling memory bandwidth. We must employ
other techniques to restrict the NVM bandwidth.
CPU scheduling. An effective mechanism to control memory bandwidth is to reduce the number of cores allocated
to an application [43]. We take a finer-grained approach by
changing the CPU time (or CPU quota) of a thread with the
help of the existing Linux CPU cgroup [6] controls. CPU
quota in MT2 defines an upper bound on CPU time allocated
to the threads of a TGroup within a given period. TGroups
with lower CPU quota take less CPU time, so it consumes
less memory bandwidth. Since CPU quota leverages the CPU
scheduler, it can provide a more fine-grained adjustment of
memory bandwidth.
Effectiveness and comparison. CPU scheduling is a mechanism that supplements MBA. We repeat the same experiment
with CPU scheduling as we do with MBA to compare these
two mechanisms to decide how to cooperate better. Figure 4
shows the results. Take reading DRAM in figure 4(a) as an
example (Read MBA and Read CPU two lines in the figure).
When we don’t enforce any limits on the workload (i.e., when
the horizontal coordinate is 100), the throughput of 14 DRAM
read fio workloads reachs 102GB/s on our platform. When
the MBA throttling value keeps decreasing to 60, the through-
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Table 2: Execution time and max bandwidth of pagerank under
different restrictions

No limit

50% CPU

10% MBA

56.459
3.61
4.84

118.179
1.89
2.53

78.662
1.45
1.87

put of the DRAM read does not change much. When this
value decreases to 30, there is a significant drop in throughput.
After we enforce the maximum limit via MBA, the throughput
drops to about 28GB/s. For CPU scheduling, the throughput is
proportional to the available CPU time. Thus, CPU scheduling
can restrict memory bandwidth better than MBA.
The previous experiment is only for the effectiveness of
bandwidth restriction. Table 2 gives some data when we run
a real-world application, pagerank. We run the same task in
three different situations. When this task runs without any
limits, it takes 56 seconds to complete, of which the maximum read and write bandwidth is 3.61GB/s and 4.84GB/s,
respectively. When we only allow it to use 50% of the CPU
time, the task consumes 118 seconds, with the read and write
bandwidth dropping to 1.89GB/s and 2.53GB/s. It seems that
bandwidth usage is indeed changed to half while spending
almost twice the original time. After we apply the maximum
limit with MBA (10% MBA), its peak bandwidth is lower
than that in 50% CPU, but it performs faster. This is because
CPU scheduling will reduce the amount of CPU time the
program can use. In contrast, MBA slows down the memory access operations and does not affect other operations,
such as computation operations. We can conclude that the
MBA mechanism is more efficient than CPU scheduling in
restricting memory bandwidth.
Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of these two memory restriction mechanisms. As MBA has limited throttling
values, it can only provide discrete restrictions on memory
bandwidth. CPU scheduling can adjust memory bandwidth
continuously, which could restrict the bandwidth finer. However, CPU scheduling is not as efficient as MBA since it is
not friendly to the overall performance. At last, these mechanisms have different favor in memory access types. According
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Figure 4: The effect of MBA and CPU scheduling on limiting
DRAM (a) and NVM (b) bandwidth. Compared with MBA, CPU
scheduling is more effective on restricting NVM bandwidth.
Table 3: Comparison of different memory restriction mechanisms

Mechanism

Granularity

Efficiency

Favor

MBA
CPU scheduling

Discrete
Continuous

High
Low

DRAM
Both

4

to Figure 4, MBA is good at restricting DRAM bandwidth,
while CPU scheduling can cope with both DRAM and NVM
bandwidth because it treats DRAM and NVM equally.
3.3.2

Dynamic Bandwidth Throttling

To ensure a relatively stable bandwidth for TGroups, we adopt
an algorithm called dynamic bandwidth throttling that combines all mechanisms above. The algorithm first identifies
noisy neighbors according to the information provided by the
monitor and then takes actions to restrict the noisy neighbors’
memory bandwidth.
Identifying the noisy neighbors. The algorithm will identify the noisy neighbors according to the enabled strategies.
In the prevention strategy, the algorithm treats all TGroups
that exceed their administrator-configured bandwidth limits
as noisy neighbors. In the remedy strategy, the algorithm
first checks whether there is severe memory interference on
the platform according to the memory interference information provided by the monitor. If severe memory interference
presents, the algorithm identifies noisy neighbors by each
TGroup’s current bandwidth use. According to the observations in the previous analysis (§2.3), a small amount of NVM
writes can lead to severe bandwidth interference and NVM
accesses affect others more severely than DRAM accesses.
Thus, TGroups with the most NVM writes are more likely
to become the noisy neighbors, followed by TGroups with
most NVM reads, and finally the TGroups with more DRAM
accesses. The algorithm picks the TGroup that is the most
likely to be a noisy neighbor in the above order.
Regulating the memory bandwidth. The algorithm then
chooses the memory regulation mechanism according to the
types of memory bandwidth to restrict. To restrict NVM
access bandwidth, the algorithm takes the CPU scheduling
mechanism since MBA is almost ineffective for NVM. To
restrict only DRAM access bandwidth, the algorithm chooses
to decreases the MBA value of the target TGroups. If the
MBA is already set to the lowest value, the algorithm uses
CPU scheduling for further restriction.
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Relaxing the memory regulation. Once the memory interference disappears, the algorithm attempts to relax the enforced bandwidth restrictions. The procedure is opposite to
the way we add and enforce the restriction.
After the regulator finishes a single step of the algorithm
(i.e., identifying then regulating/relaxing), it continues to wait
for the next period in which another step will be taken according to the new information provided by the monitor. The
step-by-step approach reduces the uncertainty of platform
memory bandwidth changes and prevents unnecessary performance jitters for applications.

Implementation

As control groups (cgroups) [6] is an existing Linux kernel
feature that manages resource usage of a collection of threads,
we modify the Linux kernel 5.3.11 to add TGroup as a subsystem of cgroups. MT2 is implemented as a kernel module
that cooperates closely with the TGroup subsystem.
Cgroup interface. Cgroups exposes its interfaces via files in
a pseudo-filesystem called cgroupfs. MT2 follows the same
approach as other cgroups subsystems. Specifically, an administrator first mounts the subsystem and creates a new directory
in the subsystem mount point (i.e., creating a new TGroup).
Then the administrator writes the pid of the process to the
cgroup.procs file (i.e., adding the process to the TGroup).
Three more files in this directory can be read/written to manage the TGroup:
1. The priority file is used to get and set the priority of a
TGroup. Two priorities are currently supported. TGroups
with high priority will not be restricted by the regulator,
while the low-priority TGroups will be limited when interferences occur in the system.
2. The bandwidth file is read-only and returns the bandwidth
of a TGroup for the last second.
3. The limit file is used to get and set the absolute bandwidth
limit of a TGroup. Four comma-separated numbers can
be written to this file as upper bandwidth limits of four
types of memory accesses. When any one of the limits
is exceeded, the TGroup will be throttled. A zero value
indicates no limit, and the values take effect immediately.
When the write bandwidth cannot be separated accurately,
only the first interface is valid. When the measured bandwidth
is accurate, the last two can be used for prevention (§ 2.1).
In this case, MT2 allows the administrator to set four caps
for four types of bandwidth for each TGroup. Once the realtime bandwidth used by one TGroup exceeds its limit, MT2
enforces restrictions on that group, ensuring that each group
does not use more bandwidth than the preset cap.
Thread creation. All the child processes are put in the same
TGroup as their parent when created unless the administrator
puts them manually into another TGroup. To achieve this, we
also add a hook to the process/thread creation routine, which
is the fork routine in the Linux kernel.
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MBA. The MBA hardware supports ten MBA throttling values. However, there are only eight CLOS available on our
platform. To support as many TGroups as possible, we do
not assign a dedicated CLOS for each TGroup. Instead, we
assign eight MBA throttling values to eight CLOS, respectively. We omit MBA throttling values 70 and 80 because the
effect of the MBA throttling values 70, 80, and 90 are very
similar across all workloads in Figure 4. As a result, each
CLOS presents a different MBA throttling value. To restrict
the bandwidth of a TGroup to an MBA throttling value, we
assign all threads of the TGroup to the corresponding CLOS.
Thus, by changing the CLOS of a TGroup, we can change
its MBA throttling value. Since the MBA limits the memory
bandwidth by adjusting the request rate between the physical
core and the shared LLC, TGroups with the same CLOS get
the same request rate without interference.
Context switches. To set up the MT2 context for each thread,
including setting the PMU related context, writing the MSR
registers related to MBA and setting CPU quota, we add a
hook to the scheduler. Each time a context switch happens,
we set up the corresponding MT2 context for the new thread
that is going to run on this CPU core.
PMU. PMU is used to count read instructions that miss all
caches and access the NVM and DRAM respectively. Using
these data we are able to accurately calculate the DRAM
and NVM read bandwidth. The latency of both types of read
operations is also obtained through the PMU.
PEBS. We set the PEBS sample frequency to 10,007; thus,
PEBS will record one linear address for every 10,007 events.
As later evaluated in §6.2.2, this sample frequency is large
enough to avoid noticeable overhead.
During context switches or PEBS interrupts occur, MT2
reads all the samples in the PEBS buffer and filters out addresses in the kernel and the user stacks to mitigate the interference of irrelevant accesses and the CPU cache. MT2 then
translates the addresses to physical addresses and counts the
number of NVM accesses and DRAM accesses, respectively.
Finally, MT2 stores the numbers in per-thread data structures,
which will be used to estimate NVM bandwidth usage in the
untrusted environment.
Listing 2: Kernel thread main loop
def kthread_main () :
start = current_time ()
interference = detect_interference ()
for group in TGroups :
group . aggregate_bandwidths ()
group . adjust_bandwidths ( interference )
sleep ( INTERVAL - ( current_time () - start ))

The dedicated kernel thread. A kernel thread is created at
the initialization phase of MT2 kernel module to periodically
detect the interference, track the bandwidth and take actions
generated by the dynamic bandwidth throttling algorithm.
When interference is detected, the kernel thread calculates
all types of bandwidth of all TGroups via information from
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MBM, VFS, and PMU. It then invokes the dynamic bandwidth
throttling algorithm to adjust the bandwidth. The kernel thread
runs at a configurable frequency (INTERVAL in Listing 2),
which is once per 100ms in our implementation.

5

Other Use Cases

In addition to being used to prevent severe bandwidth interference caused by the noisy neighbors, MT2 can also be used
in more scenarios, such as memory bandwidth allocation, and
cloud SLO guarantee.

5.1

Memory Bandwidth Allocation

For prevention, choosing and setting the maximum bandwidth
for each application is a practical problem. A more reasonable
solution in practice is the bandwidth guarantee, which assigns
a minimum guarantee bandwidth to each task. As long as
there is such a guarantee, a task will be able to use more
bandwidth than this minimum guarantee when a task needs
to use bandwidth, regardless of how much bandwidth other
tasks are using at the same time.
Bandwidth allocation is essentially the same as bandwidth limiting since bandwidth resources are finite. The only
method to reserve a minimum bandwidth for a program is to
ensure that no other programs can consume excessive bandwidth resources. However, since the bandwidth resources in
a hybrid system are not fixed, it is very difficult to give such
a guarantee. We build an empirical model of four kinds of
bandwidths on our platform to help us solve this problem.
The input is the four bandwidths without interference, while
the output is the actual bandwidths running simultaneously.
In this use case, each group of programs needs to predeclare their demand for each kind of bandwidth. Then we
add up the demanded bandwidths of all the programs and pass
to the empirical model to calculate the intensity of bandwidth
competition. If the bandwidth competition is sufficiently intense, the minimum bandwidth for these programs cannot be
guaranteed at the same time, and MT2 will report an incident.
If the bandwidth competition is low, we look for a point in the
model where the system’s bandwidth resources can be more
fully utilized without excessive bandwidth competition (in
our implementation, 90% of the desired value is considered to
be no excessive bandwidth competition). Then MT2 allocates
the extra bandwidth resources proportionally to all programs,
in such a way that each group of programs is guaranteed to
use more than 90% of its own declared bandwidth.

5.2

Cloud SLO Guarantee

Service Level Objective (SLO) assurance is important for
cloud users [18, 51]. For example, for users deploying KVstore applications, which primarily use memory bandwidth
resources, the latency and the throughput of GET and PUT requests are what they value most. However, the request pattern
of latency-critical (LC) tasks may not be fixed. There may
not be any requests for a while, but at the next moment, the
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6

Evaluation

In this section, we comprehensively evaluate MT2 from multiple dimensions, including effectiveness for all use cases,the
performance overhead, and the accuracy when the environment is trusted.
Experiment setup. Experiments are conducted on a server
with two 28-core Intel® Xeon® Gold 6238R CPUs with hyperthreading disabled. The server has two NUMA nodes, and
each is equipped with 6*32GB DDR4 DRAM and 6*128GB
Optane™ PM configured in interleaved app-direct mode. All
experiments are conducted on a single NUMA node.

6.1

Effectiveness

In this part, we evaluate the effectiveness of our three use
cases: noisy neighbor suppression, memory bandwidth allocation and cloud SLO guarantee.
6.1.1

Noisy Neighbor Suppression

Effect of restrictions on noisy neighbors. We first reconduct the experiment in §2 (results are shown in Figure 1)
with and without MT2 respectively to show the effect of MT2
in micro-benchmarks. In this experiment, we run two fio
simultaneously, one is marked as the noisy neighbor and the
other as the victim. The throughputs when the victim runs
alone are used as the baselines.
The results are shown in Figure 5. Generally, the columns
with MT2 have a much lighter color than the columns without MT2 , which indicates that MT2 can effectively reduce
noisy neighbors’ interference by restricting their bandwidth
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Victim

Noisy Neighbors
NR
NW
DR
DW
NR (MT2) NW (MT2) DR (MT2) DW (MT2)
NVM
Read
NVM
Write
DRAM
Read
DRAM
Write

50% 98% 39% 92% 65% 99% 63% 98%
70% 96% 45% 93% 78% 99% 71% 98%

80%

46% 98% 66% 95% 49% 99% 40% 97%

60%

55% 98% 70% 96% 57% 99% 49% 98%

Normalized Thput

requests become very intensive.
Cloud service providers want to make their devices as
highly utilized as possible. When KV-store requests are not
frequent, we can run some other best-effort (BE) background
tasks simultaneously to make full use of the physical machine’s bandwidth resources. When the foreground requests
are dense, we can dynamically reduce the background tasks’
bandwidth to ensure the SLO of the foreground tasks.
For trusted environment, we can use the bandwidth limiting
(prevention) to prevent the BE applications from becoming
noisy neighbors. We can divide the tasks into two TGroups:
a high-priority TGroup for tasks that require a guaranteed
SLO and a low-priority TGroup for other tasks. MT2 first
gives the foreground tasks a relatively smaller bandwidth
guarantee. When the foreground tasks are about to run out of
the allocated bandwidth, MT2 allocates more bandwidth for
them while reclaiming the bandwidth resources owned by the
background BE tasks.
For untrusted environment, the two types of write bandwidth cannot be precisely separated. We can assign high priority to LC applications and low priority to the BE applications
to mitigate the interference when the BE applications overuse
memory bandwidth. This case is then transformed into remedy in noisy neighbor suppression.

40%

Figure 5: The normalized throughput of fio with/without MT2 .
Noisy neighbors decrease the victim’s throughput heavily while MT2
can benefit the victim by restricting noisy neighbors’ bandwidth.

usage. NVM Read noisy neighbor is abbreviated to NR in the
following figures, and the others are similar. Take the NVMRead workload as an example, four kinds of noisy neighbors
decrease fio’s throughput to 50%, 39%, 65%, and 44% of
the baseline. By restricting noisy neighbors’ bandwidth with
MT2 , fio’s throughput recovers to 98%, 92%, 99%, and 98%
of the baseline. The other workloads present similar phenomena. The victim can run with a nearly maximal throughput
with the help of MT2 .
Applications We evaluate three real-world applications,
Hadoop [1], Graphchi [39] and Pmem-RocksDB [10], to
check the effectiveness of MT2 . The computing tasks of these
applications are conducted on DRAM, while the data is stored
on NVM. Consequently, these applications will access both
NVM and DRAM at the same time. The number of the fio
noisy neighbors are the same as the configuration in §2.
On Hadoop 2.10.0 and Graphchi, we run a page-rank job
on Twitter [11] social graph with 81,306 nodes and 1,768,149
edges. The iteration count of the page-rank is set to 3. Figure 6
gives the results. We treat the execution time when the victim
application runs alone as the baseline. For both applications,
MT2 can mitigate the victim’s performance slowdown well
by restricting the noisy neighbors’ bandwidth.
YCSB [12] is used to evaluate the throughput of
RocksDB [8]. Before running the benchmark, we load
500,000 records, each with the size of 1KB, into RocksDB.
Besides fio, we also use the aforementioned Graphchi with
eight long jobs as the noisy neighbors (denoted by Graph in
the figure). Figure 7 shows the results. Generally, the throughput of RocksDB with noisy neighbors is 61% to 77% of that
without any noisy neighbors. When the noisy neighbors are
restricted, RocksDB’s throughput rises to about 94% to 100%
of the original throughput. This indicates that MT2 effectively
reduces or even eliminates the impact of noisy neighbors to
improve the high-priority application’s bandwidth.
Response of limit update. A fast and accurate bandwidth
limiting is the foundation of prevention. Figure 8 shows the
applications’ response to the update of the bandwidth limit in
MT2 at runtime. In this experiment, we run a six-job NVM
Write fio and a fourteen-job NVM Read fio simultaneously.
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Noisy Neighbors
NR
NW
DR
DW
NR (MT2) NW (MT2) DR (MT2) DW (MT2)

150%

Graphchi

171% 102% 143% 104% 160% 101% 204% 101%

Figure 6: The normalized execution time of Hadoop and Graphchi
when running page rank on Twitter social graph. Noisy neighbors
slow down the execution and MT2 mitigates the impact by restricting
noisy neighbors’ NVM bandwidth.
Noisy Neighbors

95%

B 70% 97% 63% 95% 74% 99% 72% 98% 75%100%

90%

C 63% 97% 62% 94% 68% 97% 66% 97% 72%100%

85%
80%
75%

E 63% 97% 63% 94% 69% 97% 61% 96% 76% 99%
F 69% 98% 69% 95% 71% 98% 67% 98% 72%100%

70%

5

15

unlimited

25
Time (s)

35

Thput(GB/s)
DRAM Read
DRAM Write
NVM Read
NVM Write

w/o MT2
69.8
2.5
3.4
3.8

Alone
100
7.4
7.2
5.0

Config 1
28.8(20)
5.3(5)
4.2(4)
4.5(4)

Config 2
11.5(10)
4.2(4)
5.3(5)
3.3(3)

65%

The concepts of victims and noisy neighbors are relative.
We assume the former as the neighbor and the other as the
victim. At first, the victim and neighbor run together without
any restrictions. They can reach the throughput of 12.5GB/s
and 7.2GB/s, respectively. After 5 seconds, we set the noisy
neighbor’s NVM write bandwidth limit to 5GB/s. It takes no
more than one second that the noisy neighbor’s throughput
drops to 5GB/s, and the victim’s throughput rises to 20GB/s
due to less bandwidth interference. Similar results appear
when noisy neighbors’ NVM bandwidth limit is changed to
1GB/s after 15 seconds, 3GB/s after 25 seconds and unlimited
after 35 seconds. The evaluation result shows that MT2 can
adjust a TGroup’s throughput accurately and timely.
This also illustrates that it is not just applications that use
plenty of bandwidth that can become noisy neighbors. An
application that uses relatively small amounts of NVM bandwidth can have a significant impact on other applications. So
the ability to distinguish between different types of bandwidth
is critical in the hybrid NVM/DRAM platforms.

different bandwidth guarantees (as indicated by the numbers
in parentheses in the table) to these tasks, which are satisfied
under the regulation of MT2 .
6.1.3

Cloud SLO Guarantee

We conduct three experiments to verify the effectiveness of
the SLO guarantee. The first is a micro-benchmark that shows
a breakdown of DRAM/NVM read/write bandwidth changes
of both foreground tasks and background tasks. The second
is a macro-benchmark which evaluates the 95th percentile
latency of several LC tasks when running simultaneously with
Graphchi [39] as the BE task. These two correspond to the
first method in § 5.2 (similar to prevention). For the other
method (like remedy), the third experiment is conducted. We
run YCSB as the LC task with different types of memory
accesses generated by fio to simulate different BE tasks.
FG DR
FG DW

Memory Bandwidth Allocation

We run four fio tasks with different memory access patterns
individually and record their throughputs. Then we run all
four tasks simultaneously without MT2 and with different
guarantees with MT2 . As shown in Table 4, DRAM Write
and NVM Read suffer the most severe bandwidth degradation
when run together. DRAM Write has a whopping 66% drop
in throughput (from 7.4GB/s to 2.5GB/s). We then assign
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3GB/s

Table 4: The throughput of fio tasks under BW allocation

Figure 7: The throughput of YCSB’s different workloads on
RocksDB when running with/without MT2 against eight noisy neighbors. Noisy neighbors decrease the throughput and MT2 mitigates
the impact by restricting noisy neighbors’ bandwidth.

6.1.2

1GB/s
5GB/s

Neighbor

100%

A 72% 98% 69% 95% 73% 98% 69% 98% 75% 98%

D 69% 97% 67% 94% 72% 98% 68% 96% 77%100%

Victim Max

Figure 8: Response of the victim’s and noisy neighbors’ throughput
when NVM-write intensive noisy neighbors’ NVM write bandwidth
limit is updated at run time. The limit is changed at 5s, 15s, 25s and
35s. When a lower limit is put on noisy neighbors, its throughput
decreases and the victim’s throughput increases and vice versa. The
adjustment takes no more than 1 second and is very accurate.

Normalized Thput

Victim

NR
NW
DR
DW
Graph
NR (MT2) NW (MT2) DR (MT2) DW (MT2)Graph(MT2)

20

0

Thput (GB/s)

Victim

137% 102% 112% 104% 146% 102% 174% 102%

Normalized Time

200%

Hadoop

Thput (GB/s)

Victim

FG NR
FG NW

BG DR
BG DW

BG NR
BG NW

4
2
0

5

15

25

35

Time (s)

Figure 9: The throughput of the foreground and background (dashed
lines) tasks. As foreground tasks use more and more bandwidth resources, if there are no sufficient bandwidth resources in the system,
MT2 will reduce the bandwidth for background tasks. When the
foreground task reduce its memory usage, MT2 will restore the bandwidth resources of the background tasks.
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Table 5: The 95th percentile latency of several LC tasks

Workloads
img-dnn (ms)
masstree (ms)
YCSB-A-read (us)
YCSB-A-update (us)

w/o BEs
5.719
0.991
39
57

MT2

w/o
99.656
1.956
81
103

Table 6: Tail latency of the LC task and throughput of the BEs

MT2

w/
5.661
1.056
42
59

Breakdown of bandwidth changes. Figure 9 shows the result of dynamic bandwidth changes of foreground and background tasks. We use fio that read DRAM and NVM to act
as the foreground workloads. For the background tasks, we
choose all kinds of fio to show the impact to the hybrid
bandwidth. The solid lines represent the bandwidth of foreground tasks, while the dashed lines represent background
tasks. Before the beginning, MT2 reserves 1GB/s bandwidth
for each of the four types of memory accesses for the foreground tasks and allocate all the remaining bandwidth to the
background tasks. After excluding the bandwidth reserved
for foreground tasks, MT2 lookups the empirical model and
selects an appropriate bandwidth cap for background tasks
to ensure that foreground tasks will not be affected until they
use more bandwidth than reserved.
At first, the background tasks normally run with 4GB/s
DRAM read, 2.7GB/s DRAM write, 2.5GB/s NVM read, and
1.2GB/s NVM write bandwidth consumption. After 5 seconds, a foreground task starts to read DRAM and takes 5GB/s
DRAM read bandwidth. MT2 increases the DRAM read bandwidth reservation for the foreground tasks to 6GB/s. As the
existing four kinds of bandwidths do not exceed the limitation,
MT2 does not restrict the background tasks. Then the foreground tasks start to read NVM after 10 seconds. MT2 finds
that the foreground tasks occupy 1GB/s NVM read bandwidth,
which exceeds 90% of the reservation, and assumes they may
need extra NVM read bandwidth. So MT2 lowers the NVM
read bandwidth cap for the background tasks by 1GB/s, and
then the NVM read bandwidth of background tasks exceeds
the limit. As a result, MT2 decides to tighten the restriction
on background tasks. After 16 seconds, foreground tasks read
NVM at 1.7GB/s, which is less than 90% of 2GB/s. Hence no
additional NVM read bandwidth needs to be added to meet
the SLO guarantee, i.e., MT2 will not put more restrictions
on background tasks.
The following bandwidth changes are all caused by the
same reasons. With more bandwidth being taken by foreground tasks, the background tasks can use less bandwidth,
and MT2 puts more restrictions on them to ensure the foreground tasks’ performance. After 32 seconds, the foreground
tasks start to sleep one by one. Finally, all foreground tasks
sleep, and background tasks occupy their original bandwidth.
Impact on latency. YCSB on RocksDB and two workloads
from TailBench [36] (img-dnn [66] and masstree [44]) are
selected as the latency-critical (LC) applications. First, we
measure the 95th percentile latency of these LC tasks when
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Workloads
95th YCSB-A-read (us)
95th YCSB-A-update (us)
99.9th YCSB-A-read (us)
99.9th YCSB-A-update (us)

alone
39
58
69
419

w/o MT2
61
86
110
545

w/ MT2
41
64
76
449

FIO(DR)
FIO(DW)
FIO(NR)
FIO(NW)

17.3
10.8
13.2
10.3

14.9
10.4
4.8
7.8

16.7
10.8
8.8
1.2

(GB/s)
(GB/s)
(GB/s)
(GB/s)

running alone without any interference. Then we run the
LC tasks together with 25 Graphchi (as the BE tasks) and
measure their latency. We then group the LC tasks into one
high-priority TGroup and the Graphchi into another (the BE
TGroup) and repeat the same experiments. The results are
shown in Table 5. Since YCSB’s results are similar for all
workloads, only the results for workload A are given.
Without MT2 , the 95th percentile latency of img-dnn increases to 17.4x. MT2 can restore all LC tasks’ latency almost
to the level when there is no interference at all. At the same
time, the bandwidth of the BE tasks is limited to about 25% of
the original. The performance of the BE tasks can be rapidly
restored after the LC tasks are completed.
MT2 in an untrusted environment. For this case, we use
the hardware method (PEBS) to separate the two types of
write bandwidth. We run YCSB as the LC application along
with four fio tasks as the BE tasks. The four BE tasks perform
read or write operations on NVM or DRAM respectively. MT2
can optimize the latency of the LC application and improve
the throughput of some BE applications by only restricting the
bandwidth of the noisiest BE application as shown in Table 6.
This thanks to the ability of distinguishing different types of
memory bandwidth.

6.2

Performance Overhead

The performance overhead derives from three aspects: interference detection, bandwidth monitoring and restriction.
The interference detection and monitoring overhead stems
from setting and reading the PMU registers reading MBM
data, and issuing write requests, while the restriction overhead
comes from setting MT2 context for threads, including MBA
throttling value and CPU scheduling.
6.2.1

Trusted Environment

We measure the throughput or the execution time of some
aforementioned test programs (fio, graphchi, hadoop, and
RocksDB) with/without MT2 to evaluate the performance
overhead. As shown in Table 7, all overheads are less than
0.01%. The slight performance improvement in graphchi
and hadoop is caused by noise. The overhead is negligible because most operations in MT2 are performed by the dedicated
kernel thread. For the interference detection, no overhead or
additional bandwidth contention is introduced as only 400KB
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Table 7: The performance overhead of MT2

w/o MT2
31505 MB/s
321.64 s
54.93 s
37770 ops/s

Thput/Time
fio
graphchi
hadoop
RocksDB

w/ MT2
31507 MB/s
321.55 s
54.93 s
37767 ops/s

Table 9: The deviation (in %) of monitored bandwidth in MT2

Bandwidth(GB/s)
MT2
PCM
Deviation

Overhead
< 0.01%
< 0.01%
< 0.01%
< 0.01%

Thput (GB/s)

6.4
4.1
-7.29%

-2.76%

4.0
With NT2

3.9

Without NT2

102

103

104
105
Sample frequency

106

Figure 10: The throughput of fio under different sample frequencies. Frequencies no less than 103 introduce nearly no overhead. The
Y-axis starts at 3.8GB/s to show the difference clearly.

data is written by the dedicated kernel thread for each period
in our implementation, Others access the MSRs to use the
hardware, which introduces little performance overhead.
We also run two applications on the same core to measure the overhead introduced in context switches. MT2 increases an average of 900 cycles (less than 1 microsecond) in
each context switch, which is insignificant compared to the
millisecond-level scheduling period.
6.2.2

PEBS in the Untrusted Environment

In an untrusted environment, PEBS sampling is one of the
main sources of performance overhead and is closely related
to the sample frequency. We use fio to test the throughput
under different sample frequencies and present the result in
Figure 10. The overhead is negligible when the sample frequency is no less than 103 .

6.3

Efficiency

We then split the regulation mechanisms to show the necessity
of the two-stage algorithm design. First we run YCSB (as the
victims) along with graphchi (as the noisy neighbors), and try
using different techniques separately to restore the throughput
of YCSB to 80% of the throughput it runs alone. We can not
achieve the desired goal (restoring the throughput of YCSB
to 80% of the initial) with MBA only. As shown in table 8,
when we throttle the memory bandwidth only via CPU quota
to restore the throughput of YCSB to 80%, the execution time
of graphchi is 10m40s. The corresponding time is 9m56s
when MT2 is used. This indicates that MT2 can control the
bandwidth efficiently, consistent with our analysis in § 3.3.1.
Table 8: The efficiency of MT2

Time
graphchi
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MT2
9m56s

CPU Scheduling
10m40s

DR
10.51
10.69
1.68%

DW
4.19
4.22
0.71%

NR
3.84
3.89
0.13%

NW
2.79
2.81
0.71%

Accuracy

When the environment is trusted, applications faithfully report their NVM write bandwidth using the interface we provide. Although other bandwidths are obtained using reliable
techniques, we still need to verify whether the results are
accurate. PCM [58] is a software that can monitor different
types of bandwidth of the whole system. When there is only
one memory-intensive program in the system, the systemwide bandwidth reported by PCM is almost equal to the only
program’s bandwidth. So we run four fio simultaneously to
generate different kinds of workloads and compare the bandwidths monitored by MT2 with those of PCM since Intel also
uses PCM’s bandwidth as the baseline [32]. The results are
shown in Table 9, where the results reported by MT2 are very
close to the ground-truth bandwidths.

7
7.1

Discussions
Limitations and Possible Mitigations

MT2 brings the hybrid memory bandwidth regulation with
several limitations. MT2 relies on hardware mechanisms such
as MBA, MBM, and PMU, which may conflict with applications that also depend on these techniques. The problem stems
from the limited hardware resources. For example, there are
only 79 RMIDs on our platform. It is possible to mitigate
these limitations via virtualization or by more powerful hardware in the future.
Besides, the granularity of our empirical model is coarse,
which may result in some bandwidth waste. Machine learning may be used to build more accurate models with a finer
granularity in the future.
Currently, MT2 is only able to accurately track the bandwidth of applications accessing the NVM via the file system
and NVM programming libraries like PMDK. On trusted environments, MT2 relies on applications to report their NVM
write bandwidth honestly. Since many applications (such
as PmemKV [5], Pmem-RocksDB [10], and Pangolin [71])
choose to use NVM programming libraries to manage the
NVM, this can be easily achieved by slightly modifying the
libraries. For untrusted environments, MT2 can only monitor
the write bandwidth roughly because of the hardware limitation, which can be addressed correctly by an update to the
hardware mechanism.

7.2

NUMA

Currently, MT2 does not support cross-NUMA bandwidth
monitoring/regulation. MT2 assumes that applications are
bound to the same NUMA node where its NVM resides so
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that it can monitor and regulate without cross-NUMA NVM
accesses. The binding can be done manually (by the admins)
or by the system’s scheduler (e.g., in cloud environments).
This assumption is reasonable and commonly stands in practice since applications and FS tend to access the local NUMA
node to avoid degraded cross-NUMA accesses. For multisocket machines, MT2 can separate the monitoring and restriction policies for different sockets so that MT2 will not
regulate the TGroup in socket 1 when the bandwidth contention level is high in socket 0.

7.3

Future work

In some scenarios, cross-NUMA accesses are inevitable. A
NUMA-and-NVM-aware scheduler can mitigate the memory
bandwidth interference via more advanced scheduling policies, e.g., isolating DRAM-only applications and the NVMintensive applications to different NUMA nodes. We leave
the memory throttling in such scenarios as future work.
MT2 prefers to limit TGroups with massive write NVM
writes. However, these TGroups are not always the culprits
of memory bandwidth contention. Accurately identifying the
noisy neighbors remains a challenge and might require more
hardware assistance. We leave the exploration of accurate
bandwidth monitoring and regulation with hardware modifications as future work.

8

Related Work

DRAM bandwidth monitoring and regulation. MemGuard [67–69] is a DRAM bandwidth reservation system
designed for real-time multi-core systems. It provides guaranteed and best-effort DRAM bandwidth for different applications. MemGuard monitors the DRAM traffic by accounting
for the cache misses and suspends a task when it has exhausted
its budgets in a given period.
Although both MemGuard and MT2 aim to throttle memory
bandwidth to avoid interference, MT2 differs from MemGuard
in several aspects. First, MemGuard is designed for DRAM
in real-time systems, but MT2 is proposed for hybrid NVM/DRAM platforms. Second, MemGuard throttles DRAM bandwidth via a software budget-based throttling mechanism. MT2
leverages both hardware and software mechanisms and proposes a dynamic bandwidth throttling algorithm to better
regulate bandwidth for various applications.
LIKWID [59], Larysch [40], and Merlin [57] estimate memory bandwidth with L3 cache miss information collected from
hardware performance counters. LibDistGen [17] estimates
the memory bandwidth of applications based on stack reuse
histograms. Mmbwmon [16] estimates the memory bandwidth consumption of applications by running benchmarks
on other CPU cores of the system simultaneously. These techniques are proposed for DRAM and cannot be simply adopted
to a system with both DRAM and NVM.
EMBA [61] models the relationship between performance
and LLC occupancy and memory bandwidth and then pro-
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poses an algorithm with Intel MBA to restrict the memory
bandwidth to improve the overall system performance in data
centers. However, EMBA cannot control the memory bandwidth of a group of threads, and it cannot be used on hybrid
NVM/DRAM platforms.
HyPart [50] consists of thread packing, clock modulation
and Intel’s MBA. MT2 utilizes the CPU scheduler, thus providing finer-grained and precise control. Caladan [24] is a
CPU scheduler that supports task monitoring and scheduling
at the microsecond level. Some other studies [15, 23, 47, 72]
also reduce resource contention with a modified scheduler.
None of these works can be used directly on hybrid memory
NVM/DRAM platforms because the interference model is
completely different from the DRAM-only platforms. They
can only be used on hybrid platforms if they can separate the
DRAM and NVM traffic at thread granularity as MT2 does.
Hybrid NVM/DRAM bandwidth interference regulation.
FairHym [27] will limit the frequencies of cores that perform NVM writes when the NVM write bandwidth exceeds a
threshold to improve the inter-process fairness. It only concerns the bandwidth interference between NVM writes and
DRAM accesses. It requires an impractical setup (installing
DRAM and NVM on different NUMA nodes) to estimate the
number of NVM writes. MT2 has more flexible monitoring
and allocation method that takes all types of bandwidth interference into account and can be used to meet the need of
different user scenarios. Dicio [49] can control the bandwidth
interference in a single LC and a single BE job situation. It
blames and throttles the only BE job. In real-world scenarios, it cannot figure out which one to blame. In comparison,
MT2 targets a more practical setup (each NUMA node has
both DRAM and NVM) and a more common scenario where
multiple applications can run together.

9

Conclusions

This paper presents MT2 , the first comprehensive system to
regulate memory bandwidth on the hybrid NVM/DRAM platforms. MT2 first detects the bandwidth interference, monitors
four types of memory bandwidth through various mechanisms
and adjusts the bandwidth with a dynamic bandwidth throttling algorithm. Evaluation shows that MT2 can effectively
regulate the bandwidth among applications with nearly zero
performance overhead and can be used in multiple use cases.
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